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Abstract

We have conducted a validation study of three site-specific response models –linear, equiv-
alent linear and nonlinear– by comparing ground surface predictions to observations at 17
stations of the Japanese strong motion network KIK-Net, which have recorded several strong
events including the 2011 Tohoku mainshock. We used velocity profiles as the only input
to all models, while additional parameters such as quality factor, density and nonlinear dy-
namic soil properties were estimated from empirical geotechnical engineering correlations.
Thus, differences in site-specific response predictions are attributed to the model capabili-
ties rather than to differences in input parameters. We used validation metrics that are of
interest in both seismology and engineering, including bias ratios of peak ground response
and visual comparisons of elastic spectra. Although we found remarkable agreement of our
nonlinear site response model predictions with observations, for both time and frequency
domain metrics, the number of ground motions that induced strong nonlinear effects was
relatively small. For the linear response, we clearly observed degradation of the goodness-
of-fit (GOF) with increasing peak ground acceleration (PGA), for maximum induced strain
larger than 10−2%. For the equivalent linear analyses, we found that although their GOF
is comparable to nonlinear predictions in the frequency range 0.5-25Hz, they perform very
poorly in the high frequency range. The capability of our nonlinear model to realistically
represent high frequencies of large events is important for physics-based simulations that
seek to achieve increasingly high frequency deterministic predictions.



Intellectual Merit

The intellectual merit lies in the validation of a nonlinear site response model that has been
developed in previous years with SCEC funding, and the development of an interactive com-
putational module that enables the SCEC community to conduct nonlinear site response
predictions. We have shown that our nonlinear model can realistically predict high frequency
components for strong earthquakes, and can thus reliably introduce nonlinear site response
in physics-based simulations that seek to achieve increasingly high frequency deterministic
predictions.

Broader Impacts

A key objective of this work was to integrate research, education, and outreach. As such,
it had broader impacts on graduate education through the training of one graduate student
in the research; and through the use of the computational module in the Geotechnical
Earthquake Engineering classroom; and it also had broader impacts on the engineering
and seismological communities by providing a tool that can replace the state-of-practice
site response methodology (that is, the equivalent linear analysis) with a model that can
perform -at no additional cost- nonlinear site response analyses more reliably, particularly
for large strains and high frequency components.
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Technical Report

The ground motion recordings of the Japanese strong motion network KIK-Net, which
among other features include the exceptionally high PGA and long duration records of the
2011 M9.0 Tohoku-Oki, have provided an unprecedented opportunity to the geotechnical
earthquake engineering and seismology communities to investigate the effects of nonlinear
soil response. In this report, we use KIK-Net records from 2000-2014 at 5 stations whose
profile is characterized by shallow soft soil sediments, to understand soil nonlinearity, quan-
tify the effectiveness of our nonlinear site-specific response model, and identify research
priorities in the field of nonlinear site effect predictions at the interface of seismology and
engineering. As part of this project, we have also developed a computational module for
Windows and Mac OS X platforms that we plan to make available to the SCEC community,
soliciting feedback on future improvements.This project was made possible through the Vir-
tual Institute for the Study of Earthquake Systems (Special Initiative D).

1. Ground motion dataset selection criteria

The Japanese strong motion network kiban kyoshin known as KIK-Net (http://www.kyoshin.
bosai.go.jp/), comprises 700 borehole-ground surface instrument pairs across Japan. Record-
ings have been archived since 1998, and each station has recorded several hundred to more
than a thousand ground motions. In addition, for each station, KIK-Net provides profiles
of compressional wave velocity (VP ), shear wave velocity (VS), and soil type. The profiles
of VP and VS are obtained by means of suspension logging.

Since our goal was to test a 1D nonlinear site response model, we selected stations whose
empirical weak motion site amplification agrees with the analytical predictions of 1D wave
propagation theory (indication that the assumption of 1D conditions is valid); and which
have recorded a large number of ground motions that were strong enough to elicit nonlinear
response. The latter was satisfied both at sites with soft sediments and at sites with medium
stiff sediments, but very strong ground motion records. Nonlinearity was quantified by the
extent to which the strong motion site amplification departed each time from the weak
motion empirical transfer function.

We formalized the site selection criteria according to Thompson et al [17], who compared
the inter-event variability of the empirical transfer functions (LETF) of events whose sur-
face PGA < 0.1g, and the goodness-of-fit between the averaged LETF and the theoretical
transfer function (TTF) calculated from the given VS profile, to quantify the suitability
of stations to be used for validation of 1D site response models. Thompson identified 16
KIK-Net stations as ideal for this purpose; we here present results from three of these sta-
tions, namely: FKSH14, IBRH13, and IWTH08. The LETF and TTF for these stations are
compared in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Transfer functions for three KIK-Net stations that have been classified by (au-
thor?) [17] as candidates for 1D site response validation studies

2. Site response predictive models

For each station and each ground motion, we evaluated three site response predictive models:
linear elastic [5, 18], equivalent linear [15, 14, 13] and nonlinear [2, 9, 11, 12]. For the linear
elastic site response, we used the frequency domain formulation by Haskell and Thompson
as summarized by Kramer [8]. Input parameters for this method were the velocity profiles
reported at the KIK-Net stations, and estimates of damping and density based on generic
characteristics for soils of similar type.

The equivalent linear algorithm is an iterative stepwise analysis procedure that approx-
imates the time-dependent nonlinear response with a strain-compatible elastic medium; it
was originally formalized in the computer program SHAKE [13, 6], which is perhaps the
most widely used analysis package for site response calculations by the engineering and seis-
mological communities. In addition to velocity profiles, equivalent linear analyses require
nonlinear dynamic soil properties as input parameters, referred to as modulus reduction
(G/Gmax) and damping ξ versus strain curves. In absence of site specific properties, we
used the generic dynamic nonlinear soil properties by Darendeli [3].

Finally, the nonlinear response was computed using the hysteretic model by Li and Assi-
maki [9], which has been recently formalized into a standalone computational module by Shi
and Assimaki [16]. The model combines the modified hyperbolic stress-strain formulation
by Muravskii [10, 11] and a modified version of the Muravskii hysteretic formulation [12];
and can be used to reconstruct the monotonic stress-strain curve by simultaneously match-
ing the G/Gmax and ξ curves, by contrast to the widely employed Masing rules that have
been shown to substantially overestimate soil damping. The low-strain material damping
(or quality factor Q) is simulated in the time domain using the memory-variable technique
originally described by Day and Minster [4].

3. Goodness-of-fit criteria

To quantify the effectiveness of each model, we used a modified version of the goodness-of-
fit (GOF) criteria by Anderson [1]. Anderson’s criteria comprise quantitative measures of
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goodness of fit of 10 ground motion characteristics: (1) Arias intensity, (2) Arias intensity
rate of increase, (3) energy intensity, (4) energy intensity rate of increase, (5) PGA, (6) PGV,
(7) PGD, (8) response spectrum, (9) Fourier spectrum, and (10) cross correlation; each on
a scale of 0 to 10 (10 corresponds to excellent fit). In this work, we have replaced cross
correlation with short-time Fourier transform (STFT); the latter is a better estimator of the
time evolution of site response, which in case of nonlinear effects is of primary importance.
To test the capabilities of our model to predict site response in different frequency ranges,
we have evaluated the criteria in five different bands: (1) 0.5–25 Hz, (2) 0.5–2 Hz, (3) 2–
5 Hz, (4) 5–10 Hz, and (5) 10–25 Hz. We have defined the GOF of a simulation-recording
as the average GOF for all 10 metrics across all frequency bands. Example of a high GOF
simulated ground motion, which provides a visual understanding of what comprises a good
fit according to Anderson [1], is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: GOF for PGA, Response Spectrum and Fourier Spectrum in the 0.5–25 Hz fre-
quency range between the Tohoku mainshock recorded at station FKSH14 and our nonlinear
site response prediction

4. Results

We here present cumulative results from the 3 stations whose velocity profiles are shown
in Figure 3. We show first the GOF (evaluated across all 10 quantitative measures and 5
frequency bands) of linear and nonlinear predicted surface ground motions compared to the
ground surface recordings for the ensemble of events with surface PGA > 0.01g (Figure 4).
Results are plotted as a function of maximum strain (computed from the nonlinear analyses)
rather than PGA, to highlight that although these stations have both soft sediments and
large PGA ground motions, very few events have triggered nonlinear response. The red ver-
tical line in Figure 4 corresponds to maximum strain γ = 10−2% that has been traditionally
assumed as the threshold between linear and nonlinear response in geotechnical earthquake
engineering [7]. As can be readily seen, the GOF of linear elastic predictions degrades with
maximum strain (or maximum ground surface PGA), while the GOF of nonlinear site re-
sponse predictions (that is the quality of fit between predictions and observations for strong
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ground motion) is independent of the ground motion intensity. This finding is evidence that
our nonlinear model captures the inelastic response of sedimentary sites with acceptable
degree of accuracy.

Figure 3: Profiles at three KIK-net stations with soft sediments and large impedance contrast
that have been shown to satisfy the conditions of 1D site response by (author?) [17]

Figure 4: Comparison of GOF of linear elastic and nonlinear predictions at three KIK-Net
stations; velocity profiles are shown in Figure 3

We then compare the GOF of equivalent linear and nonlinear predictions. The equivalent
linear approach has been shown to produce reasonable results for strain amplitudes as large
as 10−3 [7], while at larger strains, nonlinear methods are necessary to capture phenomena
such as irreversible deformations. We thus expected that the GOF of equivalent linear pre-
dictions would degrade with strain amplitude (or PGA) beyond the γ = 10−3 threshold.
Although this was indeed the case for individual events, the number of ground motions that
induced maximum strain larger or equal to γ = 10−3 was not statistically significant to sup-
port a trend claim, as can be seen in Figure 5. However, when we examined the performance
of the two methods within individual frequency bands, the nonlinear method systematically
showed superior performance in the high frequency range. Despite the effectiveness of the
equivalent linear method for the analysis of relatively stiff sites subjected to intermediate
levels of strain, it artificially suppresses the high frequency components for large strains or
deep sites. This can be readily observed in Figure 6, which shows the GOF for all three
models in the 10-25HZ range at station IWTH08, and the PGA GOF for each method for
the M9.0 Tohoku mainshock (red arrow); while the nonlinear response GOF is independent
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of the frequency range , the GOF of equivalent linear response is zero for frequencies larger
than 10Hz.

Figure 5: Comparison of GOF for three site response methods at three KIK-Net stations

Figure 6: (top) GOF for station IWTH08 in the 10-25Hz frequency range for the three
site response models; (bottom) PGA GOF for the Tohoku mainshock (red arrow) in the
0.5-25Hz and 10-25Hz frequency range.

5. Conclusions

We have validated our nonlinear site response model with ground motion recordings from the
Japanese strong motion network KIK-Net. Although we have found remarkable agreement
of our predictions with simulations, the number of ground motions that induced nonlinear
effects is not statistically significant. We have also evaluated the performance of equivalent
linear analyses, and have found that although their GOF is comparable to nonlinear pre-
dictions in the frequency range 0.5-25Hz, they perform very poorly in the high frequency
range. The capability of our nonlinear model to realistically represent high frequencies of
large events is important for physics-based simulations that seek to achieve increasingly high
frequency deterministic predictions.
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Exemplary Figure
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